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Microsoft Office Project 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
10 books in 1— your key to success with Microsoft Project!   

   Your one-stop guide to managing your business with the world's #1 project management software   

   Want to save time and money with Microsoft Project? This friendly guide arms you with an arsenal of tools to get productive...
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How to Do Everything with Your Pocket PC and Handheld PCMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Take full advantage of all the features your Pocket PC and Handheld PC have to offer with the help from this easy-to-follow guide. Wherever you go, stay up-to-date with your e-mail, appointments, to-do lists, and contact data. Connect to the Internet, create documents using the Pocket Office programs, share information with other handheld devices,...
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Source Code China: The New Global Hub of IT (Information Technology) OutsourcingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Source Code China
The New Global Hub of IT Outsourcing    

Welcome to the new technology outsourcing services industry reality: China!     

The factors that point to a country's potential and success as an outsourcing destination inevitably lead to the one country that is rapidly becoming the new hub for IT...
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Intracranial Tumors: Diagnosis and TreatmentCRC Press, 2001

	Brain tumors have a longstanding reputation for being intractable to therapy, and with evidence suggesting that the incidence of some brain tumors is increasing, this has become the most feared cancer. However, with improvements in imaging technologies, radiation therapy and chemotherapy , as well as a greater knowledge of the genetic causes...
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Office 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Whether you're new to Microsoft Office or have used it for years, this clear and friendly primer helps you be productive with Word, Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, and the rest of the Office apps from day one. Learn what's new in Office 2010 and get a complete, step-by-step guide to each of its main programs, along with...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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Windows XP For Dummies, 2nd EditionFor Dummies, 2004
Covers the latest Windows XP updates including Service Pack 2
Fully revised to quickly answer your XP questions    

You asked for more coverage of Outlook Express, scanning and faxing, CD burning, and more in Windows XP For Dummies — and we delivered! This updated edition is packed with answers to your Windows XP questions, from...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to VBAQue, 2004
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is a set of tools based on the Visual Basic language. The great thing about using it to enhance Office applications is that it's easier to learn than Visual Basic and it comes with your Office license. After reading this book, the reader will be proficient in the VBA language and will have...
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Constant Mean Curvature Surfaces with Boundary (Springer Monographs in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	The study of surfaces with constant mean curvature (CMC) is one of the main topics in classical differential geometry. Moreover, CMC surfaces are important mathematical models for the physics of interfaces in the absence of gravity, where they separate two different media or for capillary phenomena. Further, as most techniques used in the...
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Office 2016 For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Keep up with the latest Office technologies, and learn the fundamentals of Microsoft Office 2016!


	Office 2016 For Seniors For Dummies is the ideal resource for learning the fundamentals of the Microsoft Office suite. You'll explore the functionality of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook, establishing basic...
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Discrete or Continuous?: The Quest for Fundamental Length in Modern PhysicsCambridge University Press, 2014

	The idea of infinity plays a crucial role in our understanding of the universe, with the infinite spacetime continuum perhaps the best-known example - but is spacetime really continuous? Throughout the history of science, many have felt that the continuum model is an unphysical idealization, and that spacetime should be thought of as...
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Visual Studio Tools for Office: Using C# with Excel, Word, Outlook, and InfoPathAddison Wesley, 2005
Visual Studio Tools for Office  is both the first and the definitive book on VSTO 2005 programming, written by  the inventors of the technology. VSTO is a set of tools that allow professional  developers to use the full power of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework to  put code behind Excel...
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